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“Rosco LitePads...They’re an 
essential part of my kit.”
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Can you 
Identify 
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See page 4!

John Mascarin

New Rosco Canada 
Representatives

John Mascarin has been shooting video since 1981. His passion for the art gets him up every 
day ready for the next project. John’s work encompasses everything from documentaries, 
corporate, commercial work to shows and series such as the recently completed “Working 
Animals", a 26 part series shot for Discovery. You can contact John at www.mascarinvideo.
com.

I’ve been using Rosco LitePads almost since they came out, buying my first ones from 
Whites/Cinequip in Toronto. They’re an essential part of my kit. I don’t think I shoot 
anything without using one or two. 

I use them as a hair and shoulder light, a set light or I’ll just drop them on the floor, 
a shelf or anywhere I want to add a little light. You can tape them up, you can do 
anything with them – they’re a part of my life now. When I need it, I find the 6x12 a 
great “obie” light on the camera; being able to power it up directly from the onboard 
battery or camera saves me carrying another power source. People in front of the 

Rosco Canada is happy to announce 
two new faces to the Toronto and Van-
couver offices. James Hong takes over 
at the Vancouver office while Jeff Arm-
strong has begun in the Toronto of-
fice. They both are looking forward to 
meeting everyone and helping you find 
the Rosco product you need.

James Hong

Jeff Armstrong



John Mascarin continued...
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camera appreciate the softer, non-glaring light it gives off. LitePads are a perfect compliment to the newer, softer, lightweight 
lighting that has become commonplace these last years. They are quick to put up, AC/DC power; what more could you want? I’ve 
done hundreds of interviews using the Rosco LitePads and if you took them away from me I wouldn’t know what to do.

They’ve stood up to years of dropping them and the day to day abuses lights go through. I typically use grip heads to mount them to 
stands or directly to the camera. Someday I’d like to see them with frames that I could put a few together with, or fold them into a 
travel case. If I had six LitePads I wouldn’t need any other lights! I take them on the road, slipped into my suitcase or bag. Since they 
don’t weight much I now use lighter weight stands instead of the heavier Matthews stands. With none of us getting any younger, 
the less we carry around the better. My clients appreciate the smaller and lighter aspect because I’m up and running a lot faster, so 
it’s a good fit. I don’t know why anyone wouldn’t use them.

rosco LItePad huge hIt oN tIFF red carPet
John Mascarin was shooting on the Red Carpet at the Royal Alex Theatre for the Toronto International Film Festival this month 
where the stars weren’t the only ones shinning. The Rosco 6x12 LitePad mounted on his camera drew raves from other camera 
people as well as at least one on-air personality from E.T. Canada. The unnamed woman was quite impressed with the soft light of 
the LitePad compared to the usual harsh light from other cameras and hoped all her on-camera lighting would use LitePads in the 
future. His contemporaries made John a center of attention as he divulged where they too could purchase this great light.

For those of you who use an on-board flash for your personal or work cameras, 
Rosco, the worldwide leader in color filters has assembled the essential collection of 
filters for use with that on-board flash. Many of the correction and effect filters your 
familiar with have been pre-cut for your convenience. Working with David Hobby, 
the founder of www.strobist.com, The Strobist Collection contains the Cinegel filters 
photographers need, properly sized (1.5" x 3.25") to fit most shoe-mount strobes. 
There are 20 different colors inside with multiple pieces of each color for a total of 55 
pieces of filter. Contact your Rosco Dealer for information.

rosco strobIst coLLectIoN
I was called to set recently to help the 
electric department figure out why they 
couldn’t get a custom glass gobo they 
ordered to fit in a Leko. As it turns out, 
they were trying to fit the gobo into a 
holder meant for a steel gobo and slide 
it into the steel slot. What was required 
was Rosco’s Universal Iris Slot Holder 
which would place the Gobo properly 
into the Iris Slot. Disaster averted.

Right Tool for the 
Right Job
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rosco LItePad user: dP roger sImoNsz

Director of Photography, Roger Simonsz 
recently completed the feature “Nine Miles 
Down” and had a few things to say about 
Rosco LitePads.

I do think they're a great product! I 
think they will definitely become part 
of my standard kit, I know I already 
have them in mind for the TV series I 
start shooting mid-October. Not only 
are they extremely useful in interior 
car shots, I also find them great as little 
gap fillers in tight spaces. The extreme 
close-ups in “Nine Miles Down” were 
indeed difficult to do without them. I 
could position them around the camera 
so that when the actress came close to 
the lens I could maintain the exposure 
on her face without it being noticeable 
or there being a change of feel. A matte 
box on a camera is basically a black hole, 
so the moment you get close to the lens, 
your fill light fall off so unless you use 
something like a ring light or LitePads, 
your actor will fall into black.

Shooting the love scene in the movie 
would also have been difficult without 
Rosco LitePads as the scene took place 
in a dimly moonlit room. I shot it hand-
held so there was a lot of movement, 
both from me and the actors. My gaffer, 
Peter Sidlo, had the large LitePad on a 
magic arm and would follow me around, 
always softly filling in light from a back-
light position so the moon became a 
moveable feast. 



rosco deaLer sPotLIght
The people who know our products best!

Toronto   Chris Alexander - calexander@roscocanada.com
 Jeff Armstrong - jarmstrong@roscocanada.com
Vancouver   James Hong - jhong@roscocanada.com
Montreal  Denis Levesque - dlevesque@roscocanada.com 
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Rosco DichroFilmTM

Feature Product

Louise Nardella had been working at The Source Shop Since it’s inception 
in 1993 and took over the business from previous owner, Lighting Designer 
Adrian Goldberg, in 2000. While her focus is on Lighting and Grip Equipment, 
she constantly spoke with crews about the missing gaps of products available 
at the rental houses and started stocking the most requested items which is 
what made The Source Shop what it is today. A store where customer input 
is always being considered and implemented. Personal service has a lot of 
value and is something that Louise believes has helped maintain the business 
throughout the industry’s difficult years.  Louise has 16 years of experience 

with Rosco products. If she doesn’t know the answer, she will get it for you.   www.sourceshop.com – louise@sourceshop.com

A gel that never burns out? Introducing DichroFilm, 
the latest achievement in the development of plastic 
color filters, only by Rosco. DichroFilm combines the 
flexibility, light weight, and safe characteristics of a 
plastic gel with the longevity and heat resistance of a 
dichroic filter.

Manufactured on a 5mil thick high temperature plas-
tic, DichroFilm will outlast any ordinary plastic filter 
and has been successfully used in long term applica-
tions on hot, bright light sources as high as 20,000 
watts! It is perfect for permanent installations where 
a flexible filter is required, or where installing glass 
could pose a safety hazard.

DichroFilm is manufactured in 25" x 25" sheets and 
can easily be cut with scissors or a cutting table. Avail-
able in 10 standard colors with custom colors avail-
able upon request. Contact Rosco for availability, pric-
ing, and lead times.

Standard Colors
#106 09108  Primary Blue
#106 09320  CTB Daylight
#106 09340  CTO Tungsten
#106 09460  Indigo
#106 09476  Magenta
#106 09520  Primary Green
#106 09550  Yellow
#106 09559  Cyan
#106 09590  Orange
#106 09650  Red

Sizes
6" x 6"   25" x 25"
7.5" x 7.5"  10" x 10"


